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Abstract 
This paper addresses the specification and verification of hardware interface 
behaviors using an algebra of communicating timing charts (ACTC for short) 
whose underlying user model is the well known timing diagram. Terms mod
eling hierarchical timing charts are built in two steps. First, basic terms 
corresponding to the leaf charts are built, and then hierarchical terms are 
constructed using hierarchical operators. The basic terms model elementary 
behaviors as observed at the interface, and the hierarchical terms allow mod
eling behaviors at a higher level of abstraction: e.g., modeling an exception 
handling mechanism. We define an equivalence relation over the chart terms 
which is preserved by all the language constructs, and give a strategy to decide 
whether two deadlock-free basic terms are equivalent. 

Keywords 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

We proposed in (Berkane et al. 1996) a structured language for describing the 
behavior in dense real time of digital electronic systems as seen from their ex
ternal interfaces. In this paper, we develop a proof system for a subset of the 
language. The language is based on the user-friendly modeling methodology 
of Khordoc et al. (1993). The method consists of describing input/output be
haviors recursively using annotated timing charts (TCs). Leaf TC templates 
are defined over sets of resources - ports: the loci of event sequences. The oc
currence times of events are constrained using timing constraints. Hierarchical 
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Figure 1 Timing Chart: An Example 
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charts can be formed using a number of composition operators. As an Exam
ple, Figure 1 depicts a leaf timing chart specifying an interface behavior*. The 
chart is defined over four ports: CS, RE and ADDR (input ports), and DATA 
(output port). Atomic events take place on each port (falling/rising signal 
transitions on control ports and transitions from {Valid (V), Don't care (X), 
High impedance (Z)} onto {V, X, Z} on data ports); the actions range over 
the vocabulary {cso, CSl, ro, rl , avo, aVl , do, d1 , d2, d4}. The occurrence times 

of these events are restricted using timing constraints, e.g., CSo ~ ro states 
that the temporal distance between events CSo and ro must fall within the 
time interval [0, 5]. We distinguish two types of constraints:(l) assume con
straints (empty arrowheads) and (2) reactive constraints (full arrowheads). 
Constraints of the assume intent are conjunctive and jointly define the occur
rence time of the input events {cso, CSl, ro, rl, avo, aVl} . Reactive constraints 
define the occurrence time of the output events {do, d1 , d2 , dd from the oc
currence time of their source events. Reactive constraints are combined using 
the Latest and the Earliest constructs. 

As in (Berkane et al. 1996) we adopt here the process algebra style "it 
la CCS (Milner 1989)" in the presentation of the language endowed with a 
structured operational semantics, in order to exploit the structural properties 
inherent in the charts. Within this process-algebra framework, timing charts 
are algebraic terms constructed using a few operators and a set of atomic 
events. Terms modeling hierarchical timing charts are built in two steps. First, 
basic terms corresponding to the leaf charts are built, and then hierarchical 
terms are constructed using hierarchical operators. 

In (Berkane et al. 1996) we use the assumption construct of Klusener (1993) 
and the reactive operators (Latest and Earliest) to bound free occurrence 
of events to the resources of the interface. Assumption cons: Chart states 

"The example is inspired by the read cycle of the NSI00415 memory (NS Corp. ) 
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that Chart must execute its events at the time instants that validate the 
condition cons which consists of a system of linear inequalities. The reactive 
constructs define the reaction of an action within a time interval w.r.t.* a 
set of actions: e.g., in the example of Figure 1 if we assume that the timing 
chart without the reactive constraints is represented by the term Chart then 
Latest(do,{ro,avo},[m,Mj,Chart) describes the fact that the event do will 
be executed within the interval [m, Mj after the execution of the last event in 
{ro, avo}. Restriction can be used to describe the timing assumptions about 
the environment under which the system described by means of the reactive 
constructs operates. Note that in recent years many works in the literature 
used assumption/reaction reasoning, e.g. (Abadi and Lamport 1990). 

In this paper, the model of the leaf charts is based on the following princi
ples: 

• An action is present on a port for a strictly positive amount of time. There
fore, two actions cannot be present at the same time on the same port. 

• All the timing assumptions define a single environment. We give Assump
tion the following semantics: "cons: Chart" executes the events of Chart 
under the condition that the time instants that validate cons validate also 
all the timing assumptions of Chart. 

Also, we introduce a new built-in reactive construct that allows to describe 
in a uniform fashion the essential aspects of the Latest and Earliest constructs. 

Next, using the operational semantics we define a compositional equivalence 
relation based on the bisimulation of Milner (1989). We give a verification 
algorithm to check whether or not a leaf chart may stop executing its actions 
and enter deadlock (signaling an inconsistent system of timing constraints). 
We then show that it is possible to establish whether or not two deadlock
free leaf chart terms are bisimilar which allows us to equate leaf charts that 
describe the same behavior. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 states the basic definitions 
and notation. Section 3 gives a syntax and a semantics to the language of 
leaf timing charts, and defines bisimulation equivalence. Section 4 gives the 
verification algorithms. Section 5 defines the hierarchical language. Section 
6 compares the charts language with related languages. Section 7 concludes 
the presentation. Proof of theorems can be found in (Berkane et al. 1996t ) 
and (Gandrabur 1997). 

• "with respect to" 
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2 BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATION 

- Poris and actions: Each timing chart is defined over a set of resources called 
ports, the loci of events (e.g., rising transitions of a signal); we distinguish in
put ports and output ports. Events occurring on an input port are called input 
actions and those occurring on an output port output actions. The execution 
of an action on port takes a certain time. Therefore, two actions cannot be ex
ecuted at the same time instant on the same port. Let In, Out and Act be the 
input, output and action domains, respectively; Act ~ In U Out. Elements of 
In, Out and Act are denoted by i, 0, a or b (sometimes indexed), respectively*. 

- Timing constraints: A timing constraint is a Boolean expression. We let e 
be the constraint domain; its elements are defined by the following grammar: 

cons := true I false I ta - tb '" m I cons 1\ cons 

where m is a rational or 00, '" E {<, :S}, and ta is a time variable associated 
with the action a. We will use m :S ta - tb :S M to represent (tb - ta :S 
-m) 1\ (ta - tb :S M). 

Tvar(cons) and act(cons) denote the time variables and the actions oc
curring in cons, respectively. The time variables domain is R+ (non negative 
reals) and the time constants are denoted by v, Vo, Vb' .. We denote by consv/t 
the constraint cons in which the variable t is replaced by v. A valuation of a 
constraint cons consists of assigning a time constant Vi to each time variable 
ti in Tvar(cons). The set of all the assignment vectors that validate cons is 
denoted by Sol[cons]. 

Finally, we extend the domain e of timing constraints into e+ whose ele
ments are defined by the following grammar (t E Tvar(cons)): 

cons := cons Eel consv/t I cons 1\ t '" v I cons 1\ -t '" V 

3 LANGUAGE ACTC/1 OF LEAF TIMING CHARTS 

We present the chart language as an action-based timed process algebra where 
the timing charts behaviors are represented by algebraic expressions built 
from a few operators and a set of atomic actions. A term of the language is 
constructed in two steps. First, basic terms corresponding to the leaf charts are 
built using a set of basic constructs. Then, hierarchical terms are constructed 
using hierarchical operators. The definition of the hierarchical language is 
postponed till Section 5. Here we define the process algebra ACTC,e of leaf 
timing charts with a structure similar to real time ACP (Klusener 1993). 

We provide the formal meaning of ACTC,e constructs by labeled rooted 

"In the examples, we will use appropriate lower-case strings to refer to actions. 
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graphs constructed using of a set of action rules. The graph of a chart term 
consists of a possibly infinite set of nodes (syntaxic states represented by 
terms of the language), and a possibly infinite set of labeled edges (next-state 
relations) representing the effects of executing time-stamped actions. 

Finally, we define an observational schema based on strong bisimulation 
equivalence of Milner (1989), to identify charts that describe the same behav
ior, and then show that this equivalence relation is the appropriate equivalence 
notion for ACTC,e in the sense that it is a congruence w.r.t. to all the opera
tors of the language. 

3.1 Syntax and intuitive semantics of ACTC,B 

Let H be a set of input or output actions, and cons a constraint in 8+ *. A 
leaf chart term Chart is constructed inductively as follows: 

Chart ::= UntimedChart I cons: Chart I Latest(H,o,[m,M],Chart) 
I Earliest(H, 0, [m, M], Chart) I Spanctl(H, 0, [m, M], Chart) 

UntimedChart ::= PortBehavior I Par (UntimedChart, UntimedChart) 

PortBehavior ::= nothing I a then PortBehavior 

We assume that any action occurs at most once in Chart. This restriction 
does not limit the expressive power of the language needed to model the leaf 
timing charts. Indeed, if an action is needed twice to model a leaf chart: e.g., 
two rising transitions of the same signal, we use a different label to model the 
second occurrence of the action in the chart. Typical elements of ACTC,e are 
denoted by Chart or C (sometimes quoted or indexed). In the examples, we 
will use appropriate strings beginning with upper-case letter to refer to chart 
terms. 

In the following we give intuitive semantics for the term forms of ACTC,e. 

- nothing represents inaction. 

- Prefixing: a then Chart executes the action a at any instant, and then 
evolves into Chart which is restricted to executing its actions only after the 
time instant v. Sometimes we will use "a" to mean "a then nothing". 

- Parallel composition: Par(Charh,Chart2) performs actions of Chart 1 and 
Chart2 concurrently without any rendez-vous synchronization. 

"The fuJI domain will be used only in the operational semantics. Leaf charts are constructed 
using the sub-domain 8. 
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- Assumption (Klusener 1993): "cons: Chart" binds Chart with the con
straint cons in such way that the occurrence times of actions in Chart must 
satisfy the temporal restriction imposed by cans. If cans contradicts the tim
ing information of Chart, then cons: Chart deadlocks. 

- Reactive constructs (Latest, Earliest and Span): The reactive constructs 
bind the occurrence time of an output action 0, called the sink action, with 
the occurrence times of a set of actions H (called the source set). We call 
the interval [m, Mj in Latest and Earliest the reactive interval. The scope of 
Span includes the constants m and M called respectively the minimum and 
maximum relative reactive times, and the variable ctl in {block, release} called 
the Span control. The informal meaning of these constructs is as follows: 

• Latest(o, H, [m, Mj, Chart) delays the execution of the sink action ° in 
Chart by some amount of time within the reactive interval [mMj after the 
occurrence of the last action in the source action set H. 

• Earliest(o, H, [m, MJ, Chart) is similar to Latest except that the occur
rence of the sink action ° is relative to the earliest action in H. 

• Spanctl(o, H, [m, Mj, Chart) forces the execution of the sink action s before 
the relative time instant M w. r. t. to the occurrence time of the latest action 
in the source set H. Furthermore, if ctl = block the construct also delays 
the execution of the sink action after the time instant m w.r.t. to the 
occurrence time of the earliest action in the source set. 

In Latest and Spanblock (resp. Earliest and Spanrelease) we refer to the latest 
(resp. the earliest) action in the source set as the source of the construct. 

Example 1 The ACTC{3 specification of the timing chart depicted in Figure 1 
is given by the expression Read (Figure 2). As we shall see in Section 4, the 
order in which we apply the assumption and the reactive constructs has no 
effect on the behavior of a term. 

3.2 Operational semantics 

We present here an operational semantics for the constructs of ACTC{3 that 
connect each term to a labeled rooted graph representing its behavioral inter
pretation. 
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Cs d!l cSo then CSI then nothing 

Re d!l ro then rl then nothing 

Addr d!l avo then aVI then nothing 

Data d!l do then dl then d2 then d3 then nothing 

UntimedChart d!l Par(Cs, Re, Addr, Data) 

Chartl 
d!l cons: UntimedChart 

cons d!l o ~ tro - teBo ~ 5 II 8 ~ teB! - teBo ~ 10 II 
8 ~ tTt - teBo ~ 10 II 8 ~ tav! - teBo ~ 10 II 
-2 ~ tro - tavD ~ 2 

Chart2 d!l Latest(do, {ro, avo}, [0, 5], Chartl) 

Chart3 
d!l Latest(dl , {ro, avo}, [0,5], Chart2) 

Chart4 
d!l Earliest(d2, {CSI' rl, avt}, [0, 5], Chart3) 

Read d!l Earliest(d3, {rl' avt}, [0, 5], Chart4) 

Figure 2 The ACTC,a term of the chart diagram of Figure 1 

Definition 1 (Labeled rooted graph LRG) A labeled rooted graph is the struc
ture (N,no,£,~), where N are the nodes, no is the root, £ is a set of labels, 
and ~ = N x £ x N is the transition relation; elements of ~ are called transi
tions or edges. 0 

Definition 2 (Deterministic LRG) A labeled rooted graph (N, no, £,~) is de
terministic iff it satisfies the following requirement: 

Vn,n',n" E N,Vl E £. (n,l,n') E ~ II (n,l,n") E ~ ~ n' = n" 0 

Table 1 and 2 present the action rules for the timed constructs: Assump
tion, Latest and Earliest in the style of (Klusener 1993)*; the other rules can 
be found in (Berkane et al. 1996t ). These rules associate to each term Chart 
a deterministic LRG G(Chart) = (T, Chart, Act U {a} x R+, ~), where T is a 
set of ACTC,a terms, 15 is a special action (which is not in Act) that denotes 
a deadlock when executed, and ~ is defined by the action rules. 

We associate with each term Chart a time constant a(Chart) denoting 

the time at which Chart starts its execution. The notation Chart ait) Chart' 
represents an edge of G(Chart) and denote that the term Chart executes a at 
v ~ a(Chart) and then behaves like Chart' with a(Chart') = v. We assume 
that terms with starting times different from ° are derived from the action 
rules. 

*The rules are in the panth syntactic format (Verhoef 1994). 
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- Assumption 

C a(v)C ' . ( ) A) hart -'-t hart, Fzr st" a, cons: Chart 
1 a~) 

cons: Chart -'-t cons,,/tQ : Chart' 

6(,,) • 
A3) Chart -'-t nothmg 

6(v) • 
cons: Chart -'-t nothmg 

A ) Chart a.5.+) nothing, Firstv(a, cons: Chart) 
2 a(v) • 

cons: Chart -'-t nothmg 

A ) Va E Act . ...,Firstv(a, cons: Chart)) 
4 6(<» , 

cons: Chart -'-t nothing 
o(a) == o(a(Chart)) 

- Latest 
a(v) , 

L ) Chart -'-t Chart, a # 0, IH - {all > 1 
1 a(v) 

Latest(o,H,[m,Mj,Chart) -'-t Latest(o,H - {a},[m,Mj,Chart)) 

a(,,) , 
L ) Chart -'-t Chart 

2 a(v) , 
Latest(o, {a}, [m, Mj, Chart) -'-t m::; to - 11 ::; M: Chart 

a(v) • 
L ) Chart -'-t nothmg, a # ° 

3 j) a(v) • Latest (0, H, [m, M ,Chart -4 nothmg 

a(v) 
L ) Va, a # 0, Vv. Chart ft 

4 6(<» • 
Latest (0, H, [m, Mj, Chart) -4 nothmg 

6(v) • 
L ) Chart -4 nothing 

5 6(v) • 
Latest(o, H, [m, Mj, Chart) -'-t nothmg 

Table 1 Action rules for the constructs Assumption and Latest 

a{v) 
Predicate Chart f+ expresses that for all terms C hartl there is no edge 

Chart ai¥) Chart l in G(Chart), i.e., Chart cannot execute a at time v. Fi
nally, we need the predicate Firstv(a, Chart) which expresses that a can be 
executed at the time instant v before any other action in Chart. In the fol
lowing we explain those rules that may need it. 

Assumption: We explain Rules Al and A 4 . Assume that Chart ai¥)Charf. 
Rule Al stipulates that Assumption remains active with the constraint consvlt" 
if a can be executed first in cons: Chart. Rule A4 stipulates that if for all 
the actions that Chart can execute the condition of Rule Al is not satisfied, 
then Assumption deadlocks. 
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a(v) , 
Ed Chart -'-t Chart, a t= 0, a g H 

Earliest (0, H, [m, M], Chart) ait) Earliest (0, H, [m, M], Chart') 

b(v) , 
£2) Chart -'-t Chart, a t= 0, a E H 

• a(v) 
Earhest(o, H, [m, M], Chart) -'-t m ~ to - v ~ M: Chart' 

a(v) • 
E3) Chart -'-t nothmg, a t= ° 

Earliest (o,H, [m, Mj, Chart) ait) nothing 

a(v) 

E4) Va, a t= 0, Vv. Chart t+ 
Earliest (0, H, [m, M], Chart) 0i+) nothing 

o(v) • 
E5) Chart -'-t nothmg 

Earliest (0, H, [m, Mj, Chart) °it) nothing 

Table 2 Action Rules for the construct Earliest 

Latest: The first two rules correspond to the two actions that may be exe-
a(v) . 

cuted. If Chart -'-t Chart' wIth a =1= 0 and IH - {all ~ 1 then we use Rule 
Ll to keep the operator active with the source set H - {a}. If H = {a}, Rule 
L2 is used to restrict Chart' with the constraint m ~ to - v ~ M, i.e., 0 must 
be executed within the reactive interval. If Chart can execute only the action 
0, Rule L4 stipulates that Latest (0, H, [m, MJ, Chart) blocks and signals a 
deadlock when it starts. 

Earliest: Assume that Chart a~) Chart' with a =1= o. If a is not in H, then 
Rule EI is used to keep the operator active. If a is in H, Rule E2 is used to 
restrict Chart' with the constraint m ~ to - v ~ M, i.e., 0 must be executed 
within the reactive interval. The remaining actions in H have no effect on the 
execution of o. 

3.3 Equivalence 

To identify terms that describe the same behavior, we define here an equiv
alence relation based on the strong bisimulation relation of Milner (Milner 
1989), and state that this equivalence relation is a congruence with respect 
to all the operators of ACTC,a. To distinguish terms that may have different 
behaviors in the same assumption context, we introduce the mapping ACons 
that returns the assumption timing information of a term. AC ons is defined 
recursively 
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on the terms of ACTC,a as follows {act (Chart) are the actions of Chart): 

ACons{nothing) 
ACons{a then Chart) 

ACons{Par{ Chartl , Chart2)) 
ACons{cons: Chart) 
ACons{ROp{ Chart)) 

= true 
A tb>taAACons{Chart) 

bEact(Chart) 

= ACons{Chartt} A ACons{Chart2) 
cons A ACons { Chart) 

= ACons{Chart) 

Now we are ready to define the equivalence relation. 

Definition 3 (Bisimulation equivalence) Two ACTC,a terms Chartl and 
Cha~ are bisimilar, denoted by C harh ~ C hart2, if there exists a sym
metric binary relation p on the terms of A CTC,a such that (C hartl, C hart2) 
in p and: 

1. If Cl aJ+) Cf A (Cl , C2 ) E P then C2 aJ+) q for some Cf A (CL q) E p 

2. Sol[Acons{Cl )] = Sol[Acons{C2)] A a{Ct} = a{C2) 0 

The relation ~ is context-independent in the sense that two bisimilar terms 
remain equivalent in all the contexts of the language. This then allows to 
capture the concept of substitution. The following theorem state this fact. 

Theorem 1 (Congruence) ~ is a congruence with respect to all the operators 
of ACTC,a. 0 

Proof. Using Milner's technique (Milner 1989). Another way to show that ~ 
is a congruence is to use the result of Verhoef (1994). He claims that if the 
transition rules are in the panth syntactic format and stratifiables (a rule is 
stratifiable if the complexity of the conclusion is greater then the complexity 
of the premises) then bisimulation is a congruence. However, it is not clear to 
us how to interpret and apply his result in this case. 0 

4 VERIFICATION 

Combining Assumption and reactive constructs in the specification of a timing 
chart may give rise to terms that can eventually enter a deadlock (i.e., stop 
executing actions and cannot proceed). We refer to such terms as ill-reactive 
terms, in contrast to well-reactive terms that terminate correctly for all their 
execution options. In this section we formulate a procedure for checking that a 
leaf chart term is well-reactive. Then, we develop a strategy to decide whether 
or not two well-reactive chart terms are equivalent. First, we define a term 
form of the basic language called the intermediate form, and state that each 
leaf chart term can be reduced to this form. 
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Definition 4 (Intermediate form) Let Chart be a basic term constructed us
ing n reactive operators with Act ( Chart) = {al, .. . ,am}. Chart is an inter
mediate form if it has the following structure: 

de! ( Chart - ROp ol,HI,[mIMd,Chartd 

Chartn 

Chartn+l 

ROp(on, Hn, [mnMn], ChartnH) 

cons: Par(al, ... ,am) 

where ROp is a reactive operator. The subterm cons: Par (aI, ... , am) is 
called the kernel of Chart. 0 

Proposition 1 For each basic term Chart there exists an intermediate form 
IF such that Chart '=== IF. 0 

Proof. (Sketch) Using intermediate results that state: (1) Prefixing can be 
eliminated by introducing Assumption and Parallel, (2) the Assumption and 
the reactive constructs are commutative, and (3) the parameters of the as
sumption constructs can be regrouped. Then the result follows by construc
tion. Recall that '=== is a congruence, thus we can substitute equivalent terms.O 

Example 2 The intermediate form of the term Read given in Figure 2 is 
obtained by substituting the subterm Chartl by the equivalent term: 

Kernel 

cons 

cons: Par (cso , ro, avo, do, CSI, rl, aVI, do, dl , d2 , d3 ) 

o ::; tro - teso ::; 5 f\ 8 ::; tesl - teso ::; 10 f\ 8 ::; tTl - teso ::; 10 
f\ 8 ::; tavI - teso ::; 10 f\ -2::; tro - tavo ::; 2 f\ teso < tesl 

f\ tro < tTJ f\ tavo < tavI f\ tdo < tdl < td2 < td3 

Kernel is obtained by eliminating the prefixing constructs and introduc
ing Parallel and Assumption. Then, the constraints are regrouped in one 
assumption construct. 

4.1 Reactivity 

We formulate here an algorithm for checking that a leaf chart term in inter
mediate form is well-reactive, i.e. the chart is deadlock-free. Many works in 
the literature, e.g. (Walkup and Borriello 1994) proposed algorithms for deter
mining time separation of events and consistency in timing interfaces modeled 
using a conjunctive system of linear, latest and/or earliest timing relations. 
These results can not be used to check the reactivity of the charts, since our 
chart specifications are based on assumption/reaction reasoning where the as-
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Input: Chart in intermediate form built using the set ROpset of reactive 
constructs with Act = act (Chart) and cons the constraint of Assumption. 

- First(Act,cons): The set of actions in Act that can fire first in cons. 

- F(a, Act) d;j 1\ ta ~ tb, - t e : Past time variable. 
bE Act 

- Reactive(ROpSet, a): The reactive constraints that links a with the sink 
actions of constructs in ROpSet for which a is the source. 

- Past(cons}: Projection of cons on the past time variables. 
- Update(ROpSet,a): Update the set ROpSet w.r.t. the firing of a. 

function Reactivity(ROpSet, cons, Act) 
begin 
if Sol [cons] = 0 then returns (deadlock) 
else 

if ROpSet = 0 then returns (well-reactive chart) 
else foreach a in First(a, Act) do 

ConSl = cons 1\ F(a, Act) 
(ta +- t~) in ConSl 
cons +- ConSl 1\ Reactive(ROpSet, a) 
if Sol [cons] = 0 or Sol[Past(cons)] =1= Sol[Past(consd] 
then returns (deadlock) else 

end 

ROpset +- Update (ROpSet, a) 
Act +- Act - {a} 
Reactivity(ROpSet, cons, Act) od 

Figure 3 The reactivity procedure 

sumption linear timing relations implies the reaction latest, earliest and span 
timing relations. 

Figure 3 presents the verification procedure. The procedure explores using 
on-the-fly transversal strategy a finite partition of the chart rooted graph, 
denoted P(G), w.r.t. the execution order of the chart actions. Each node in 
P(G) is a chart term in intermediate form. Possible successors of a node are 
obtained by executing the actions that can fire first, then by adding the reac
tive timing information if the fired action is the source of a reactive construct. 
The transversal ofP(G) is stopped when all the nodes have been enumerated 
or when a deadlock is detected (either the constraint of Assumption of a node 
has no solution vector or it restricts the past timing information of the As
sumption constraint of its source node). The number of the nodes in P(G) in 
the worse case is exponential w.r.t. the number of the chart actions. However 
in practice this parameter in leaf charts is small. 
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Example 3 In Example of Figure 1, the reactivity procedure starts exploring 
from the root node represented by its ACTC intermediate form (Example 2). 
A finite partition of its rooted graph is built as follows: Since only cSo can 
be executed first, the root node has one possible deadlock-free successor n1. 
Then by considering either ro or avo as the first action to fire, n1 has two 
possible deadlock-free sucessors n2 and n3. From n2 (resp. n3) a source of the 
latest constructs fires and leads to a deadlock-free node n3 (resp. n4) since 
the constraint of Assumption of n3 (resp. n4) has solution vectors and the 
past timing information of the Assumption constraint in n2 (resp. n3) implies 
the one of n3 (resp. n4)' The transversal of the graph is stopped when all 
the nodes have been enumerated. A node has no sucessor if its intermediate 
form has no reactive construct. For the example, all the enumerated nodes are 
deadlock-free. Thus, the chart of Figure 1 is well-reactive. 

4.2 Equivalence verification 

We will give here a strategy to decide whether two well-reactive leaf-chart 
terms are equivalent. First, let us give the basic concepts needed in the devel
opment of the verification method. 

- ACTC~: To eliminate the reactive constructs, we augment the basic lan
guage with the non deterministic choice operator. The terms of ACTC~ are 
defined by the following BNF grammar: C := Chart{3 I Choice(C, C), where 
Choice( C 1, C2 ) denotes the weak alternative choice between C 1 and C2 such 
that the passing of time does not eliminate the possibility of the choice, and 
thus can lead to a deadlock. 

- Trace equivalence: Let C be a ACTC~ term, and G(C) = (7, C, Act u 
8 x R+,~) its associated LRG. We call run of C any sequence a1 (vo )a2 (V1) ... 
an(v) that satisfy the following requirement: 

3C1, ... , Cn E T. C,-l a~) C, E ~ and v, = a(C,) for all z > o. 

The set of all runs of C is denoted by ~(C). Two terms C1 and C2 are trace 
equivalent, denoted by C1 ~<1 C2, iff ~(C1) = ~(C2)' 

- Normal forms: A term in ACTC~ is a normal form if it is of the form 
Choice(C1, ... , Cn), where C" 1 :::; z :::; n, is of the form cons,: Par(ai, ... , a~,J. 

Figure 4 presents the verification algorithm for checking if two charts terms 
Chart1 and Chart2 are bisimilar. It consists of rewriting the chart terms into 

their normal forms w.r.t. ~<1' NFl d;J Choice(Cf, ... , C;J and NF2 d;J 
Choice( Cr , ... , C;2) . Then, the equivalence verification w. r. t. ~ comes down 
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Input: well-reactive leaf Chart terms Chartl and Chart2 with act(Chartd 
= act(Chart2) 

rewrite each term Chart" z = 1,2 into its normal form w.r.t ~ as follows: 
1. Construct the intermediate-fgrm 
2. Get rid of the reactive operators 
3. Eliminate the deadlocks and redundancies 

NF, d~ Choice(q, ... ,C;.) 

C' de! 'p ( ) , = cons,: ar al, ... , am , 
if Sol [V cons~] = SollY cons~] and , , 

Sol[Acons(Chartl)] = Sol[Acons(Chart2)] 
then returns (Chartl ~ Chart2) 
else returns (Charh ~ Chart2) 

Figure 4 Equivalence verification 

to checking if the disjunction of the Assumption constraints of C; , 1 ::::; z ::::; nl, 
and the disjunction of the Assumption constraints of C; , 1 ::::; z ::::; 71,2 have the 
same solution vectors. Note that for deterministic transition systems trace 
equivalence and bisimulation are equivalent (Hirshfeld and Moller 1996). 

The construction of the normal forms is based on the elimination of the 
reactive operators. Informally, the reactive constructs in a well-reactive term 
Chart in intermediate form behave in terms of linear executions as an a 
priori choice between a set of terms. Each term is constructed by restricting 
the kernel of Chart by an assumption construct parametrized by a constraint 
that imposes for each reactive construct the source of the sink action, and 
adds the timing information carried by the reactive construct: e.g. for Latest, 
the constraint imposes an action a as the last action in the source set to 
be executed and forces the execution of the sink action within the reactive 
interval w.r.t. to the time occurrence of a. 

Finally, the normal forms are obtained by eliminating deadlocks and red un
dancies*. 

Exalllple 4 Consider the well-reactive term Read (Figure 2) describing the 
timing chart of Figure 1. Let consu" 1 ::::; z ::::; n, be the-(!onstraint that forces 
an execution order in the source sets of the reactive operators by choosing a 
source action for each construct. Notice that IHL I·IHEl l·IHE21 = 12, where 
H L , HEl and HE2 are the source sets of the latest and earliest constructs. 
Therefore n = 12. Since all the 12 execution orders are possible, the normal 
form N:F of Read is: 

*following the equations: cons: C ~u (t6 = 0) : 5 if solleons] = 0, 
Choice(C, (t6 = 0) : 5) ~q C, Choice(C, C) ~q C 
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Choice( C1 , . .. ,C12 ) 

cons 1\ cons".,: Par (cso , ro, ... ,d3 ) 

o ::; tro - tC80 ::; 5 1\ 8::; tcsl - tcso ::; 10 1\ 8::; tT} - tcso ::; 10 
1\ 8 ::; tavl - tcso ::; 10 1\ -2::; tro - tavo ::; 21\ tC80 < tcsl 

1\ tro < tT} 1\ tavo < tavl 1\ tdo < tdl < td2 < tds 

5 LANGUAGE OF HIERARCHICAL TIMING CHARTS 

We define the ACTC language by adding a set of hierarchical operators to 
ACTC,e. Hierarchical chart terms are constructed using (1) the usual opera
tors: Time shift, Alternative choice, Sequential composition, Rendez-vous com
position and Loop. Rendez-vous synchronization in Rendez-vous composition 
supports the causality principle, that is, if two systems execute simultaneously 
an action on the same port, the occurrence time of this action is determined 
by the system that uses the shared port as output. 

Also, we introduce two new operators: Delayed Choice and Exception. De
layed Choice joins the common input behaviors of two charts and delays the 
alternative choice between them, and Exception implements an exception han
dling mechanism. Examples of behavioral specification using these constructs 
can be found in (Khordoc and Cerny 1994). 

To capture rendez-vous synchronization between actions, we use the binary 
communication mapping of ACP (Klusener 1993) (denoted" I") on the action 
domain Act u {8} augmented by the special symbol ".1.." such that, for all a 
in Act u {8, .1..}, and for all 01,02 in Out: 

(a I b) I c = a I (b I c),a I b = b I a, a 1.1..=.1.., a 18 =.1.., 01 102 =.1.. 

Action c = alb is called a communication action. alb is .1.. if no rendez-vous 
synchronization between a and b is required. Finally, we let the letter f range 
over the renaming functions over Act. 

5.1 Syntax and intuitive semantics 

The definition of the hierarchical language and its informal meaning are as 
follows (Chart,e is a well-reactive leaf chart term). The formal semantics of 
the hierarchical constructs can be found in (Berkane et al. 1996t ). 

Chart ::= Chart,e I Shiftv(Chart) I AShiftv(Chart) I Seq(Chart, Chart) 
I Choice(Chart, Chart) I RComP1-l(Chart, Chart) I Relf(Chart) 

I DChoice(Chart, Chart) I Excep(Chart, Chart, Chart) I Loop(Chart) 
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- Shiftv(Chart) and AShiftv(Chart) are respectively the time shift and the 
absolute time shift operators (Klusener 1993), (Beaten and Bergstra 1991). 
Shiftv(Chart) (resp. AShiftv(Chart)) defines a chart term that starts exe
cuting its actions at the instant v (resp. after the instant v). 

- Seq(Chartl,Chart2) denotes the sequential composition of Chartl and 
Chart2; Chart2 is initiated when Chartl terminates correctly. 

- Choice(Chartl, Chart2) is the weak alternative choice between Chartl and 
Chart2 already introduced in Section 4.2. 

- The rendez-vous composition operator RComPll(Chartl,Chart2) is sim
ilar to Par, but forces the synchronization between Chartl and Chart2 by 
performing an action from the set 'H of communication actions. Unlike the 
classical rendez-vous, when an output action communicates with a set of in
put actions, the occurrence time of the communication action is determinated 

by the output action. Note that RComP0 d;J Par. 

- Relf(Chart) is a term in which the actions of Chart are relabeled using 
the function f. 

- The delayed choice DChoice(Chartl,Chart2) joins the common initial 
input actions of Chartl and Chart2 and delays the selection of Chart! or 
C hart2 until one of them executes a non-common action or a common ac
tion at a non-common time instant. The delayed choice also requires that the 
selection be made before one of the two terms performs an output action or 
terminates successfully. Otherwise, the construct deadlocks. 

- The exception operator Excep(Chart, CondChart, ExcepChart) binds the 
term Chart, called the body of the Exception, with two chart terms: the condi
tion term CondChart, that can contain only input actions, and the exception 
term ExcepChart. Intuitively while Chart and CondChart execute their ac
tions concurrently, the operator joins their common initial input actions. If 
CondChart terminates before Chart or simultaneously with Chart, the ex
ception term ExcepChart is initiated. Otherwise (Chart terminates before 
CondChart), the exception construct terminates. 

- The Loop operator Loop(Chart) defines an infinite sequential composition 
of the term Chart with itself. 
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5.2 Hierarchical chart example 

To illustrate a hierarchical chart description, consider an interface behavior 
specified by means of the chart term Read (described in Figure 2) and by the 
chart term Halt that specifies its behavior on the port HALT. Halt executes 
the input action halt and then becomes inactive. The execution of Read can 
be interrupted by the execution of halt, then Read is initiated again until it 
terminates successfully. This behavior is specified by the term ExcepH andler 
described below. We use the exception construct with Halt as the condition 
chart to interrupt the execution of Read, and the loop construct to restart its 
execution. We encapsulate this behavior in another exception construct which 
terminates when the last action d3 of Read occurs. 

ExcepH andler 

HaltRead 

Halt 

Condition 

5.3 Composability 

Excep(Loop(H altRead) , Candition, nothing) 

Excep(Read, Halt, nothing) 

halt then nothing 

d3 then nothing 

As for the basic language, we consider the bisimulation equivalence ~ on 
hierarchical terms as the observational schema that captures the behavioral 
differences between hierarchical terms. ~ is a congruence with respect to all 
the hierarchical constructs. This result implies that if Chart! ~ Chart2, then 
the substitutions (in turn) of Chart! and Chart2 into an hierarchical context 
give rise to two terms that are bisimilar as well. 

Theorem 2 (Congruence) ~ is a congruence w.r.t. to all hierarchical con
structs. 0 

6 ACTC AND RELATED WORKS 

We compare here ACTC with other formalisms of the literature. 

- Process algebra: In recent years many works extended CCS-like process 
algebra to real time; see (Klusener 1993) for overview. The structure of ACTC 
is similar to the real time version of ACP presented by Fokkink and Klusener 
(1995) where a restricted version of assumption parameterized by a set a lin
ear inequalities was introduced. The two main differences between ACTC and 
the algebra of Klusner et al. are: (1) ACTC supports the assumption/reaction 
reasoning, and (2) Assumption in ACTC can bind the occurrence time of an 
action with the occurrence times of actions that may occur in the future, which 
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is not allowed in real time ACP. Moreover, as far as we are aware, the tem
poral Delayed Choice and Exception constructs are available only in ACTC, 
required for modeling practical systems, e.g. (Khordoc and Cerny 1994). Note 
that Beaten and Mauw (1991) have defined independently an untimed version 
of Delayed choice. 

- Timing diagram dialects: Other works proposed specification languages 
whose underlying model are timing diagrams. Borriello (1992) presented a 
formalization (in an informal way) of timing diagrams: a specification is a 
hierarchy of segments which consist of a collection of events and causal tim
ing relations between them. Borriello uses the usual hierarchical constructs: 
Parallel, Choice, Sequential Composition and Loop. Lenk (1994) presented 
a graphical specification language and provided its formal semantics in terms 
of the calculus T-LOTOS (Quemada et al. 1989). In other words, any speci
fication in the Lenk Language corresponds to a term of T-LOTOS. 

The similarities between these languages and ACTC consist of the two-steps 
syntax of the specifications, introduced to make the modeling method akin to 
the one used by system designers. However, Borriello's and Lenk's languages 
are not based on the assumption/reaction philosophy needed in the specifica
tion of reactive systems such as hardware interfaces. Moreover, the expressive 
power of ACTC (with its hierarchical constructs Delayed choice, Exception 
and Composition that supports the causality principle) is greater then the 
one of other timing diagram dialects. Finally, we provide our language, unlike 
other timing diagrams languages, with a compositional form of structural op
erational semantics which allows to exploit the structured properties of the 
timing charts and to develop a proof system for the basic language. 

- Timed automata: Timed automata (TAs) (Dill 1989) are finite automata 
enhanced with clocks. A branching-time logic interpreted over such automata 
has also been defined, e.g. (Daws et al. 1996)), including algorithms for real
time model checking. We presented in (Berkane et al. 1996) a translation 
method from ACTC into TAs, and demonstrated that the number of locations 
in a TA corresponding to a term Chart grows exponentially with the number 
of the Chart actions. The work presented in (Berkane et al. 1996) shows the 
need for an intermediate model (e.g., an extended version of TAs) that takes 
into account the structure of the charts. 

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, we presented a formal language for describing hardware inter
faces inspired by (Khordoc and Cerny 1994). We defined it in terms of a timed 
process algebra with a structure similar to real-time ACP (Klusener 1993). 
The behavior of an interface is described by means of an algebraic term. A 
hierarchical chart term is built in two steps. First, leaf chart terms are built 
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using Prefixing, Parallel composition and a few timed constructs to bound 
free occurrence of actions to the resources of the interface. Then, hierarchical 
charts are constructed using a set of hierarchical operators on well-reactive 
basic terms: terms that terminate correctly for all their execution options. 

The formal meaning of a chart term is defined in terms of a labeled rooted 
graph. Using this graph, we define the equivalence relation e:: based on strong 
bisimulation of Milner (1989), and state its compositionality. The decidability 
of e:: has been proven only on well-reactive leaf chart terms. We are looking 
presently for a reduction strategy that preserves the relation e:: and reduces 
hierarchical terms into canonical forms. 

Work is underway to translate the chart specifications into timed automata 
(TAs) (Berkane et al. 1996). The advantage of translating a chart specification 
into a TA is that all the analysis techniques and tools already developed for 
the latter, e.g (Daws et al. 1996), can be used to verify timing properties of 
the former specifications. Finally, we have implemented a translator of chart 
specifications to VHDL. This allows to simulate chart descriptions on a count
able subset of the time domain (e.g., a subset of the natural or the rational 
numbers) and includes functional descriptions using procedural annotations 
attached to actions. In this way one can visualize their behaviors and increase 
confidence in the correctness of the specification. 
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Grant No. STR0167079, Micronet, and Nortel Ltd. 
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